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You were my girl
We got a good thing
Never thought that things would change
'Coz you would always say 'i'm the only one for you'
everything was straight
the love we made was great 
NEver thought id see the day 
When you would slip away 
and run off with somebody new 
i tried to understand what i did wrong to make you
leave
i tried, i did that best that i can
theres no other guy whos gonna love u like i did 
Now you know that im doing good
heard the buzz bout me blowing in the hood 
You Made a mistake and played the wrong man so

[Chorus]
i wont lose sleep over you
i will not cry over you 
i wont save no shit from you 
but instead its what ill do
ill date every girl i see
and make sure that you see me
and youll regret that your no longer the one standing
next to me 
i wont hate on what you do
when you find somebody new
and youll relize you were a fool
but instead its what ill do
ill shake my head in sutch discrase 
and throw my sucess in your face 
to move that quick means what you wish
ill make you hate yourself for this 

Gonna make you hate yourself
Regret the fact you ever doubted me 
On this shot, sometimes i felt like we would never, ever
part 
i dont really care anymore
just thinking about the things that you did 
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you didnt really care
back when i was with that group co-5 
you used to act like you was by my side
i trusted i needed you 
and all you ever did was mess around with my band
and talk behind my back
damn i really hated that 
but see now your gonna pay for that
and live with the fact that we'll never be one again 
unless i choose to
bitch ima be cruel to
unless you no that i aint shiting thats just something
you gonna have to learn to get used to

[Chorus]
i wont lose sleep over you
i will not cry over you 
i wont save no shit from you 
but instead its what ill do
ill date every girl i see
and make sure that you see me
and youll regret that your no longer the one standing
next to me 
i wont hate on what you do
when you find somebody new
and youll relize you were a fool
but instead its what ill do
ill shake my head in sutch discrase 
and throw my sucess in your face 
to move that quick means what you wish
ill make you hate yourself for this
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